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Abstract. Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a new architecture of separation of logical 
control and data forwarding. Although this separation has brought many benefits to the 
network, it also exposes the network to more risks. OpenFlow protocol is a communication 
protocol between them. The correct behavior of OpenFlow protocol is critical to SDN. Model 
checking technology has been widely applied to the protocol verification. This paper presents 
the process of model checking the OpenFlow protocol using SPIN. First, we describe an 
abstract formal model of OpenFlow protocol. And then we translate the model with 
PROMELA which is a model description language. Finally we apply the model checker (SPIN) 
to verify properties. In the process, it is realized that to pay more attention to the delay of SDN 
is more efficient when updating OpenFlow protocol version.  

1. Introduction 
Software Defined Networking (SDN) has attracted increasing attention due to the flexibility, 
programmability, and simplicity of management. The basic idea of SDN is separation of logical 
control and data forwarding. Although this separation has brought many benefits to the network, it 
also exposes the network to more error risks. OpenFlow protocol is communication specification 
between control plane and data plane. It is critical to the correctness and safety of SDN. 

There is some research work for OpenFlow testing[1][2].Previous research is mainly in the actual 
or simulated network environment, through different detection tools to simulate the transmission of 
data packets. However, there is no analysis of the logical process of the OpenFlow protocol itself.  

With the complexity of OpenFlow protocol, it is necessary to formalize the validation of the 
OpenFlow protocol to find defects at the early design stage. [3] analyzes the process of model 
checking. [4] applies CSP and  PAT to model. [5] constructs the CPN model of OpenFlow protocol. 
In [6] model checker tools are VERSA and UPPAAL, and in [7] model checker is PAT. [8] introduces 
a model checking system FLOVER. 

However there is still not much modeling work for OpenFlow especially using SPIN. In this paper, 
we present a formal method for analyzing and validating the execution logic of OpenFlow protocol 
based on model checking. First analyse the packet processing mechanism of OpenFlow protocol, and 
build formal PROMELA models.Then we definite properties and set Assertion. Finally, the OpenFlow 
protocol is verified through the corresponding model checker tool SPIN. 
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2. Formal Modeling of OpenFlow Protocal 

 

 
Figure 1. Overview of SDN 

2.1. Packet Processing Mechanism 
OpenFlow protocol can be divided into the data structure definition and the logical interaction 

between controllers and switches. The logical interaction is the focus of analysis and verification in this 
paper. For simplicity, SDN consists of single controller and multi switches as shown in Fig1.  

Packet processing mechanism is as follows. When the terminal HostA sends the packet to the 
terminal HostB, the packet arrives the switch1, the switch1 parses the packet header first, and then 
matches the packet header with the flow table item according to the priority. If the match is successful, 
the specified field of the flow table is modified and the packet is operated according to the forwarding 
strategy of the flow table, including forwarding packets to the next port. If the matching fails and the 
Table-miss table entry is configured in the flow table, the packets are sent to the controller in the 
“Packet-in” format, and the controller makes a new forwarding strategy and encapsulates it as the 
“Flow-Mod” format to each switch on the transmission path, and the new forwarding strategy is sent 
down to each switch on the forwarding path. The packet is returned to the source switch in the 
“Packet-out” format. If the match fails and the table-miss table item is not configured in the flow table, 
the packet is discarded. 

2.2. PROMELA Model 
Model checking is widely used for the verification of protocols. The most famous model checker is 
SPIN. SPIN accepts design specifications written in the verification language PROMELA [9]. 

Combined with the practical application scenarios, we have simplified the size and details of SDN 
on the basis of guaranteeing the logic integrity of OpenFlow protocol. After simplification, the SDN is 
composed of two hosts, one controller and two switches. The message flow between them is shown in 
Fig 2. Arrows indicate the direction of message flow. 
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Figure 2. Message flow 
 
Messages are defined as “mtype = {Packet, PacketToS2, PacketInToC_1, ...., PacketToDest}. 

Channels are declared like “chan  SwitchToHost=[0]{mtype}”. 
According to the analysis above, we have abstracted five processes, named HostA , Switch1, 

Controller, Switch2, HostB. The fragment of PROMELA code is shown as follow. 
proctype Switch1(......)  

{ 
  do 
    ::HostAToSwitch1?Packet-> /*Receiving a Packet*/ 
       if 
          ::Switch1ToSwitch2!PackeToS2->   
                  /*Match */ 
              {  
                   MatchFlow_1=true;  
                   goto end;  
              } 
          ::Switch1ToController!PacketInToC_1->  
                  /*Mismatch*/ 
              { 
                MatchFlow_1=false;  
                    ......  
                do  /*Waiting for NewFlowMod*/ 
                    ::ControllerToSwitch1?NewFlowMod_1-> 
                       { 
                         UpdateFow_1=true;  
                         Switch1ToSwitch2!PacketToS2;  
                          goto end;  
                        }   
                od 
               } 
            ::Switch1ToHostA!Drop_Packet-> 
                    ......  
          fi;  
       ::Switch2ToSwitch1?Drop_Packet-> 
                    ......  
    od;  
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  end:skip;  
} 

2.3. Properties Definition and Assertion 
Then We analyze whether OpenFlow protocol satisfies the following properties. (a) Accessibility : 

When a packet is sent to the network and matches the forwarding policy, the packet must be sent to the 
destination. (b) There is no loop in SDN. 

SPIN verifies properties that we are interested in against PROMELA models by  setting assertion. 
In this case, we insert the assertion” assert((MatchFlow_1==true) || ((MatchFlow_1==false) &&   
(UpdateFlow_2==true)))” after Switch2 receives packet from Switch1 in order to verify whether delay 
is or not considered. MatchFlow-1 and UpdateFlow_2 are global variables. They are valued in the 
processes according  to the change of state. 

3. Verification With Spin 
Let us now observe whether the properties are or not satisfied in the analyzed promela model of 
OpenFlow procotol with JSpin 4.7 (based on SPIN version 4.3.0.) Without delay of SDN, all properties 
are satisfied. Because the control plane and data plane are separated, there could be that the delay[10] 
from Controller to Switch2 is longer than the sum of the delay from Controller to Switch1 and the 
Delay from Switch1 to Switch2. If the new rule could be not installed in Switch2 prior to the packet 
arriving from Switch1 to Switch2, error can occur, shown as in Fig.3. 
 

 

Figure 3. Results of verification taking into account delay 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we give an approach to verify OpenFlow procotol. First we analyse the packet processing 
mechanism of OpenFlow protocol, and build formal PROMELA models. Then we define properties 
and set assertion. Finally we apply model checker SPIN to verify. We realize that it is more efficient to 
pay more attention to the delay of SDN when updating OpenFlow protocol version. 

In the future, we will model SDN with multiple controllers using model checker SPIN, and verify 
more properties. 
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